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COMPLETENESS WITHOUT THE BARCAN FORMULA

M. J. CRESSWELL

In [1] we proved the completeness of the modal predicate calculus T
(S4,S5) with the Bare an formula. It is known1 that in quantificational T and
S4 without the Bar can formula as axiom it is not a theorem. Further there
have been objections, mainly of a philosophical nature2 raised against this
formula when given its intended interpretation. In the semantics for sys-
tems with the Barcan formula (v.[l]) we assumed a single domain of indi-
viduals, which is unchanging in every world. To falsify the Barcan formula
it would seem sufficient to give a semantics in which, for any given world
there is a separate domain of individuals which 'exist' in that world. Such
a semantics is given by Kripke in [7] (pp. 86-87). Briefly it adds to the
notion of a quantificational T-model a function (which we shall call Q) which
selects from the domain of individuals for any given world xi a set of
individuals Q(xi) which is the set of everything which exists in xu Unfor-
tunately this semantics fails to verify the axiom; (x)a D 0 (where β differs
from a only in having some individual symbol a wherever a has free x
provided that no x free in a occurs within the scope of (a)). This axiom
fails in a world xι where a is assigned some individual not in Q(xi)3.

Kripke's solution ([7] p. 89) is to alter the quantification basis by
universally closing every quantificational axiom. For it is clear that
(#)[(#) α D a] is universally valid on this semantics. However we can then
no longer prove the Barcan formula even in S5 (v.[7] pp. 87, 88) and so the
semantics of [7] does not reflect the omission of the Barcan formula from
the standard T, S4, S54. While this may shew5 that these systems are
inadequate it still leaves open the problem of finding a semantics which
does characterize them exactly.

We define a quantificational T(S4,S5)-model (cf.[l] and [4]) as a quin-
<VWRQD> where W is a set of objects (worlds), R a reflexive relation
over W, D a set of objects (individuals), Q & function taking as argument a
member of W and as value of subset of D, such that for any XjRxif Q(xi) ?Ξ
Q{xj). (For an S4 model R is also transitive and for an S5 model an equiva-
lence relation.) V is an assignment giving a formula a the value 1 or 0, or
being undefined in any given world in W as follows:
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i) If p is a propositional variable then for every Xi ε W9 V(pXi) = 1 or 0
ii) Every individual variable a is assigned some member of D, (i.e. for
some u ε D, V(a) = u)
iii) For rc-adic predicate variable φ and n-tuple of individual variables
<al9 . . . , an> then provided V(ax)9 . . . , V{an) ε Qfc) V(φ(al9 . . . ,an)xi) = 1
or 0, otherwise V(φ(aί9 . . . , β«k/) is undefined.
iv) For any wff a and any xι ε W9 V(~axi) = 1 iff V(axi) = 0 and V(~o>Xi) = 0
iff F(a#/) = 1.
v) For any wffs a and β and any x% ε PF, 7(α v β)xi) is defined iff both
Viaxi) and 7(ax/) are defined and = 1 iff either V(axi) = 1 or V(axi) = 1,
otherwise 0.
vi) If a is a wff and x{ ε tF then F((λτ)α^ ) = 1 iff V(a'Xi) = 1 for every a1

differing from a only in having some variable a such that V(a) ε Q{xi)
everywhere in place of free x in a. V((x)aXi) = 0 iff for some such a1

V(a'Xi) = 0, otherwise undefined.
vii) If a is a wff and Xi ε Wthen F ( l α ^ ) = 1 iff V(axj) = 1 for every XjRxi9

otherwise 0. (Since Q(xi) <Ξ Q{XJ) and since R is reflexive, V(Laxi) will be
defined iff V(axj) is defined for every XjRXi).6

Clearly for these requirements for a formula a with free variables
V(axi) will be defined iff V assigns to each individual variable in a a mem-
ber of Q(xi).

A formula en is T(S4,S5)-valid iff for every T(S4,S5)-model <VWRQD>
and every X{ ε W9 Viaxi) = 1 wherever V{axi) is defined. We shew that
every axiom is valid and that the rules are validity-preserving. First
consider substitution instances of PC tautologies.7 If β is a PC tautology
and βτ is obtained from β by replacing each distinct propositional variable
in β by some wff a then if V(βrXi) - 0 for some Xi ε Wlet V1 be the assign-
ment such that where a is the wff in 01 replacing the variable p in β9

V^ipXi) = V(axi). Since β1 is a truth function we need only consider the
assignment in Xi9 hence V'iβXi) = 0 contrary to the tautologousness of β.
For La D a (LAI) suppose that for some <VWRQD> and some Xi ε W9

V((La 3 a)*,-) = 0. Then V(aXj) = 1 for every #/β#/ (Since Qfe) c Qix^Viaxj)
is defined). Hence V(axi) = 1 {R reflexive), hence V((La 3 α)#f ) = 1 con-
trary to reductio hypothesis. Hence LAI is valid. For L(a Ό β)Ό: LofD Lβ
(LA2) suppose that for some <VWRQD> and x{ ε W9 V[(L(az> β D : LofD
Lβ)xi] = 0. Then V(LaXi) = 1 and F(L/3^) = 0. Hence for some XjRxi
ViβXj) = 0. But V(axj) = 1 (since XjRx{ and since Q(xi) <^Q(XJ) V(axj), is
defined for every XjRxi). Hence V((a D /3)ΛΓ; ) = 0, hence F(Z(α D /3)ΛΓ, ) = 0
contrary to reductio hypothesis. Hence LA2 is valid. If R is transitive
then La D LLa(LA3) is valid for suppose V{LLaXi) = 0, Then for some
XjRxi9 V(Laxj) = 0, hence for some XkRxj, V(axk) = 0, hence since R is
transitive, for some XkRxi, V(axk) = 0, hence V(LaX{) = 0, contrary to
reductio hypothesis. Hence LA3 is valid. For modus ponens if for some
<VWR QD> and some x{ ε W: If V(βXi) = 0 then for some V1 making the
same assignment to the free variables of β (which are all in Q(xi)) as V but
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assigning members of Q(xi) to the other individual variables in a, V'iβxi) =
0. But, if a is valid then Via Xi) = 1. Hence Fτ((α D β)xi) = 0, contrary to
the assumed validity of (a z> ]3). For necessitation (LRl) if V(ax{) = 1 for
every x{ for which V(a Xi) is defined then V(axj) = 1 for every XjRxi, hence
(since V(La xi) is defined iff V(axj) is defined for every XjRxi) V(La xi) = 1
for every Xi for which V(Laxi) is defined. Hence Z,α is valid. For VΊ if for
any #*, VtOOα D a)xi) is defined then every individual variable in (x) a D a
must be assigned some member of Q(χi). Hence if 0 differs from α only in
having some variable a such that V(a) ε Q(x{) everywhere in place of free x
in a (x not within the scope of (a)) then if V((x)axi) = 1, V(βX{) = 1. For V2

if F((α D j3)#ί) = 1 for every assignment to x free in β but not in a of a
member of Q(xi) then V((a z> (#)/3)ΛΓ* ) = 1. Hence if (α z> β) is valid then
(a D (#)β) is valid. Hence every theorem is valid.

But consider the Barcan formula. Take the model <VWRQD>* where
W = {xxx2}9 (Λ?I ί x2), D = {uiU'i} (Mi / w2), Q(*i) = {wi}, Qte) = {uίu2},R = {<XχXι>
<x2Xi> O2#2>}, V(x) = ul9 for any individual variable a other than x V(a) =
U2 V(φxxι) = 1, V(0^Λ^) = 0, for aφ x, V(φax2) = 0. (V(φaxχ) is undefined
since V(a) jL Q(xχ)). Since Viφxxj) = 1 and F(0Λ;Λ:2) = 1 then F(L(/)Λ:ΛΓI) = 1

(since x2Rxχ and ^βxi) but Q(xχ) = {uλ}9 hence V((x)Lφxxχ) = 1. But
F(03;Λ^) = 0, hence V((x)φxx2) = 0, (since V( y) ε QU2)) hence V{L{x)φxxά = 0,
hence V[((x)Lφx^ L(x)φx)x1] = 0. Clearly <VWRQD> is an S4-model,
hence the Barcan formula is not S4-valid (and so not T valid.).9 However
from the definition of R it is not an S5 model since xλRx2 does not hold in it.
In fact we can shew that where R is an equivalence relation the Barcan
formula is valid. We first note that where R is symetrical we have that if
XiRXj then Q{xi) = Q(XJ). Suppose (x)La D L{x)a were not valid in S5. Then
for some <VWRQD> and some Xi ε W V[((x)L a D L(x)a)xi] = 0, i.e.
V((x)Laxi) = 1 and V(L(x)axi) = 0. Hence V((x)axj) = 0 for some XjRxi,
hence V(a'xj) = 0 for some ατ differing from a only in having some variable
a such that V(a) ε Q(XJ) everywhere in place of free x in a. But XjRxi9 hence
Q(xi) = Q(xj). Hence V(ά*Xj) = 0 for some a1 differing from a only in having
some variable a such that V(a) ε Q(x{) everywhere in place of free x in a.
Hence V(La'Xi) = 0 for some a1 having a variable a such that V{a) εQ(xt)
everywhere in place of x free in a. Hence V((x)Laxi) = 0, contrary to
reductio hypothesis, hence the Barcan formula is valid in S5.

To prove completeness we shall as in [1] use Henkin's device ([8] p.
162) of maximal consistent sets of formulae but we shall dispense with the
'C-forms' of [1], Given some consistent closed10 formula H of model LPC
we shew that H is satisfiable (i.e. can be assigned 1 in some appropriate
model). We add to the symbols of the modal LPC sets of individual con-
stants as follows;

Di = {u\,u2, . . . , ul, . . . }
Ώi = {u{,u\, . . . ,z4, . . . }

Call the system made up from the symbols of the LPC and the constants of
Dl9 Si. We let Tλ be a maximal consistent set of cwffs of Si containing//
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such that for every cwff (3x)a ε Γx there is also in Γ2 a formula a1 with
some constant of Dx replacing free x everywhere in α. 1 1 Given a maximal
consistent set of cwffs Γ, we construct for every formula Ma ε Γ, a max-
imal consistent set Γ; (containing a) of cwffs of S, + all those made up using
also the constants of D; (call this system Sy). Let the first member of Γ ;

be a. a is consistent for if not ι-~α hence \-L ~ a, hence v-~Ma contrary
to the assumed consistency of Γf . Now for every cwff of the form Lβ ε Γ\
add to Γ/,/3. Γ ; remains consistent for if not then for some Lβl9 . . . , Lβk ε
Γ, , >— (βi, - , βk a), hence I—M(β l 9 . . . , βk.a)9 hence \-~(Lβu . . . ,
Lβk.Ma) contrary to the assumed consistency of Γf . Then for every formula
Ox)a D a of Sy add to Γ ; a formula of the form (lx)a z> a1 where a1 differs
from a only in having some constant of D/ (not already occurring in Γ7 )
everywhere in place of x free in a. The set remains consistent since the
members of D/ do not occur in any cwff of S, , in particular do not occur in
any Lβ ε Γ, and so not in any β ε Γ ; . Further by construction the constant
does not occur in any earlier (ix) a D a\ Finally increase Γ7 to a maximal
consistent set of cwffs of S ; .

We now define an assignment to LPC formulae (i.e. formulae without
constants) which satisfies H. Let W be a set {xλ9 X2, . . . , Xi, . . . }. Let
D be the set of all the individual constants in any D, and let each xι be
associated with some Γ, , let Q(xΐ) be the set of all individual constants in
S, and let XJRXJ iff Γ7 is a subordinate of Γ, (i.e. has been constructed from
some a such that Ma ε Γ t ). Clearly by the construction of each Γt if XjRxi
then Q(xi) c Q(XJ). Let V{pXi) = 1 or 0 according as p ε Γ*. Let V make
some assignment to the individual variables of members of D. Where
V{ay) = ul9 . . . , V(θn) = Un9 then let V(φ(alf . . . , ch)Xi) = 1 or 0 according
as φ(ul9 . . . , un) ε Γ*. Quantification and truth-functions are evaluated as
usual. Clearly by induction on the construction of a we may prove as in [1]
that V(a Xi) = 1 or 0 according as a1 ε Γ/. Where a1 is obtained from a by
replacing every free variable in a by the constant assigned to it by V.12

Since each Γf is a maximal consistent set of cwffs of Sz and since any for-
mula containing a variable assigned an individual constant not in S, will be
undefined in xι9 then Vis a complete assignment for wffs of the modal LPC.
Hence V{Hx^j = 1 and so H is satisfiable. Hence every valid formula is a
theorem.

The proof though does depend on introducing, for each Q(xi) a new set
D; of individuals which are not in Q(xi) and thus we have Q{xi) c Q(XJ) which
does not hold in an S5-model. However since in any connected S5-model
Q(xi) = Q(XJ) for every Xi9 Xj ε W the proof used in [1] will suffice for S5.

NOTES

1. cf. [2].

2. e.g. [3], pp. 26-28, and [4J. For a somewhat different objection v. [5], p. 80. For
a defence of the formula v. [6], pp. 88-90.
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3. This is not strictly correct since one might choose (as in fact we do infra) to
define validity as truth in every world X{ for all assignments to the variables of
members of Q(xi). However in this case certain other rules and axioms fail if we
make no other changes in the semantics and as Kripke points out (p. 89, n. 1) one
would need to alter either quantification theory or modal logic. What we are in
fact doing is to modify Kripke's semantics so that we neither close the axioms
nor modify modal theory.

4. Kripke proves (p. 89) the even stronger result that the converse of the Barcan
formula (i.e. L(x)a D (x)La) is not valid and this formula is a theorem of ordi-
nary quantificational T and S4.

5. And by implication Kripke seems to think it does shew this. (v. p. 89, n. 1).

6. This provision is necesasry since otherwise either V(Laxi) may fail to be defined
even though all its variables are assigned members of Q(x{) or else may have a
different truth value depending on whether V(axi) is defined in some particular
XjRxi. For suppose we define V(Laxj) = 1 iff for every XJRXJ for which V(axj) = 1
and V(Laxi) = 0 iff V(ax:j) = 0 for some XjRxi. Here V{Laxi) will certainly be
defined iff V(axi) is defined but in this case a substitution instance of a T axiom
can be falsified. Consider L(a Dβ) D : La D Lβ. (L(~ φx D ~{x)φx) D : L~ <μc~D
L{x)φx is false in the following model <VWRQD>; W = {xιx2} D = {uιu2}X{Rx]
for every XUXJ ε W, Q(xi) = {uι},Q{x2) = {u2}, V{x) = «i, for individual variable
a other than* V(a) = u2 , V(φx Xi) = 0, V{φa x2) = 1 (all other cases will be unde-
fined). Hence V((~φx D ~(x)φx)xι) = 1, V((~φx D ~(x)φx)x2) is undefined, hence
V(L{~φx D ~{x)φx)xi) - 1. Now V(~φx Xi) - 1 and V(~φxx2) is undefined, hence
V(L ~φx Xι) = 1. But V(φa x2) = 1 for every a such that V(a) ε Q(x2) hence
V((x)φxx2) = 1, hence V(~ (x)φx x2) = 0, hence V(L~(x)φx xi) - 0. Hence
V[(L(~φx D ~(x)φx) D : L~φx Z> L ~{x)φx x ] = 0.

Under interpretation an intuitive justification for Q(xι) Q Q(XJ) could perhaps
proceed by claiming that anything which actually exists in a given world possibly
exists in that world, i.e. exists in every world possible relative to that world.

7. In view of the falsity in some world of a substitution instance of LA2 on the
definition given in footnote 6 it behoves us to prove the validity of each axiom
schema of the propositional basis with the range of the wffs explicitly intended to
include quantificational formulae.

8. This is adapted from the model used in [7] p. 87 by changing slightly the defini-
tion of R and, of course, allowing for cases where a formula with free variables
is not assigned a truth value.

9. This constitutes a semantic independence proof of the Barcan formula in T and
S4. The models of [7] do not verify all theorems and so cannot be used for this
purpose.

10. It is convenient to consider only closed formulae although this is not strictly
necessary since for a given assignment a formula with variables may be re-
garded as constant. However the restriction does not matter since universal
generalization is both valid and provable.

11. For the construction of such a set v. [1] or [8].

12. And as in [1] where each set is maximal consistent in S4 then the model can be
one in which R is transitive.
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